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The Joy of Learning

Summer programs expand our classroom lessons!
This Summer, our Families Learning Together class combined literacy lessons in the classroom with special 
trips for hands-on learning into the community. Our families had  opportunities to explore and learn at 
locations they may not have been able to access or afford.  Zoo Boise, The Watershed, The Airport, 

Birds of Prey, and Mini Joys Farm became our classroom extensions! 

Our Healthy Families Health Literacy classes brought meal planning, preparation and nutrition into the 
classroom with our Cooking Matters class.  A unique collaboration with the Idaho Foodbank allowed our classroom with our Cooking Matters class.  A unique collaboration with the Idaho Foodbank allowed our 
educators to team teach as our students learned to read, understand and prepare healthy recipes to 

share with their families in their own kitchens!

Learning Lab continued Adult Literacy, GED Prep and Citizenship classes this summer, as well.  
It has been a productive and successful summer and we are energized and ready for the start of our 

Fall Semester in September!

These children got an up close 
view of a penguin swimming 
during our day at the zoo.  They 
were thrilled to learn all about 
these interesting animals!
Our Families Learning Together 
class incorporated our 
community as part of our community as part of our 
classroom.  We include older 
brothers and sisters so it's easier 
for families to participate and 
truly learn together! 

             With the support of St. Luke's Community   
             Health Initiative Programs funding, the    
             Boise Sunsrise Rotary, and in partnership   
             with the Idaho Food Bank's Cooking 
             Matters program, our Family Literacy 
                          students are also discovering delicious     
             ways to make healthy choices, read and    
              understand recipes, practice fractions, read  
             food labels, and navigate the grocery aisles.   
             Last year's break room transformation,    
             funded by Blue Cross, and many others, 
             allowed the kitchen to become a classroom. 

Above:  Our Families Learning Together class visited Mini Joys, Inc. to learn about 
interacting with miniature horses, donkeys and a goat!



Far left:  An airport police oficer introduced 
his security dog to our students and explains 
how that dog helps keep us all safe.

Left:  Becoming a bird is a great way to learn 
all about our feathered friends at Birds of Prey.

Far left:  This little tiger loved our day at the zoo!

Left:  Ms. Joy, our Family Literacy Program 
Coordinator, and a student explored the Boise 
Watershed.  What a fun science lesson!

He might be too little to shop, but he 
was eager to learn about the grocery 
store and how it all works!

Two Cooking Matters Students learned new healthy recipes that are fun, 
yummy and easy to prepare! 
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